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incorrect ballasting, dry soils, and
implements can all cause power hop. lsw
tires make removing power hop very easy.
dual/triple-tire setups typically require a
little bit more air pressure babysitting,
depending on the particular application on
the to-do list. the low tire sidewall limits
the amount of flex and buckling that occur
in the tire, which in turn limits the
opportunities for power hop. apart from the
above-mentioned singles 2: triple trouble,
there is also a standalone version of the
game, singles 2 triple trouble: wild time,
which features an entirely different story,
and a different plot. it's a much longer
game, though, and there are no
downloadable patches for it. singles 2 triple
trouble patch 1.4 13 when it comes to
driving tires for tractors, a single is a dead
certainty. but what happens when you get
more than one on the same tire.?you get
strange results! we took our new lsws and
had them drive next to each other on the
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same tire and tried to figure out what
happened. if you like driving tires, singles 2
triple trouble patch 1.4 13 will definitely
bring you all kinds of new challenges. get
ready for deep ruts, thrilling adventures
and a lot of fun!enjoy! your game has
probably installed most of the patch on
your system by now. if it has, try running
the game. if it still doesn't work, try
deleting the content of
c:\users\yourusername\documents\singles
2 triple trouble and then re-running the
game (optionally, you can also delete the
contents of
c:\users\yourusername\documents\singles
2 triple trouble\data).
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